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As San Francisco struggles to figure out how to build enough affordable housing toAs San Francisco struggles to figure out how to build enough affordable housing to

help get homeless people off the streets, experts and officials have looked athelp get homeless people off the streets, experts and officials have looked at

different ways to build faster and cheaper.different ways to build faster and cheaper.

New data released Friday shows that at least one recent project, a South of MarketNew data released Friday shows that at least one recent project, a South of Market

supportive homeless complex, was completed 41% faster and 41% cheaper thansupportive homeless complex, was completed 41% faster and 41% cheaper than

comparable supportive housing developments.comparable supportive housing developments.

The -unit supportive housing complex for homeless people at  Bryant Street was built out of modular units.The -unit supportive housing complex for homeless people at  Bryant Street was built out of modular units.
Courtesy Tipping Point CommunityCourtesy Tipping Point Community



Now the same group of nonprofits behind that project wants to build a nearlyNow the same group of nonprofits behind that project wants to build a nearly

identical project — this time in the Mission District.identical project — this time in the Mission District.

The difference is that the first project was done using modular constructionThe difference is that the first project was done using modular construction

techniques — basically units built in a factory and delivered to the site — and thistechniques — basically units built in a factory and delivered to the site — and this

one will be built using conventional construction.one will be built using conventional construction.

Mercy Housing, in a partnership with poverty-fighting nonprofit Tipping Point andMercy Housing, in a partnership with poverty-fighting nonprofit Tipping Point and

the San Francisco Accelerator Fund, plans to build 145 supportive housing units atthe San Francisco Accelerator Fund, plans to build 145 supportive housing units at

1633 Valencia St., where Sequoia Living is planning to construct another 130 units1633 Valencia St., where Sequoia Living is planning to construct another 130 units

for low-income seniors.for low-income seniors.

The project will attempt to replicate the cost-savings achieved at 145-unit TahananThe project will attempt to replicate the cost-savings achieved at 145-unit Tahanan

development at 833 Bryant St., which cost $377,000 a unit and welcomed its firstdevelopment at 833 Bryant St., which cost $377,000 a unit and welcomed its first

residents in July of 2021.residents in July of 2021.

Despite inflation driving up the cost of materials and labor, the nonprofitDespite inflation driving up the cost of materials and labor, the nonprofit

partnership is aiming to deliver the 1633 Valencia St. project for less than $450,000partnership is aiming to deliver the 1633 Valencia St. project for less than $450,000

a unit with conventional construction. This comes as other affordable housinga unit with conventional construction. This comes as other affordable housing

projects with conventional construction in San Francisco are projecting costs ofprojects with conventional construction in San Francisco are projecting costs of

almost almost $1.2 million a unit.$1.2 million a unit.

https://www.sfchronicle.com/sf/article/It-now-costs-more-than-1-2-million-to-build-a-17463355.php#:~:text=How%20much%20would%20it%20cost,Tuesday%20Board%20of%20Supervisors%20meeting.


“We are basically taking floor plan and design from Tahanan and replicating it,”“We are basically taking floor plan and design from Tahanan and replicating it,”

said Rebecca Foster, CEO of the San Francisco Housing Accelerator Fund.said Rebecca Foster, CEO of the San Francisco Housing Accelerator Fund.

The reason the group decided not to use modular construction in the Mission isThe reason the group decided not to use modular construction in the Mission is

that while using modular helped speed up construction at 833 Bryant St., it’s notthat while using modular helped speed up construction at 833 Bryant St., it’s not

clear that it was part of the cost savings, Foster said.clear that it was part of the cost savings, Foster said.

And by not using modular on Valencia Street, Mercy will avoid political oppositionAnd by not using modular on Valencia Street, Mercy will avoid political opposition

from the building trades, who oppose factory-built housing, as well as try tofrom the building trades, who oppose factory-built housing, as well as try to

demonstrate that it’s possible to drive down costs using traditional constructiondemonstrate that it’s possible to drive down costs using traditional construction

methods.methods.

The project comes as there’s enormous pressure on San Francisco officials to dealThe project comes as there’s enormous pressure on San Francisco officials to deal

with the city’s homelessness crisis. Despite homeless numbers dropping 3.5% overwith the city’s homelessness crisis. Despite homeless numbers dropping 3.5% over

the last three years, the problem remains the last three years, the problem remains visible and vexingvisible and vexing with at least 7,800 with at least 7,800

people unhoused, according to a one-night count done earlier this year.people unhoused, according to a one-night count done earlier this year.
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The new report on the Bryant Street project, from the Urban Institute and theThe new report on the Bryant Street project, from the Urban Institute and the

California Housing Partnership, takes an in-depth look into the methods behindCalifornia Housing Partnership, takes an in-depth look into the methods behind

the savings and how they might be applied in the future.the savings and how they might be applied in the future.

The report found that the project was able to save money by making the studiosThe report found that the project was able to save money by making the studios

small and efficient. Every unit is 260 square feet, about one-third smaller than asmall and efficient. Every unit is 260 square feet, about one-third smaller than a

typical supportive housing studio. It also took less than three years from approvaltypical supportive housing studio. It also took less than three years from approval

to move-in. Typically, affordable housing projects take about five years to winto move-in. Typically, affordable housing projects take about five years to win

approval and build, and sometimes longer.approval and build, and sometimes longer.

The project used what’s known as a “design-build” approach to construction whereThe project used what’s known as a “design-build” approach to construction where

the contractor, designers and subcontractors work as one team to save money andthe contractor, designers and subcontractors work as one team to save money and

time.time.

“A commitment to the timeline and cost goals permeated the decision-making“A commitment to the timeline and cost goals permeated the decision-making

process at every phase of the project,” states the report.process at every phase of the project,” states the report.
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Tipping Point Community seeded the project with a $50 million philanthropicTipping Point Community seeded the project with a $50 million philanthropic

grant, which allowed the city to bypass the lengthy process of obtaining tax credits,grant, which allowed the city to bypass the lengthy process of obtaining tax credits,

which finance most affordable housing.which finance most affordable housing.

The project used the Tipping Point money to acquire the site and for some of theThe project used the Tipping Point money to acquire the site and for some of the

development costs, along with a 30-year tax-exempt loan. Rather than securing andevelopment costs, along with a 30-year tax-exempt loan. Rather than securing an

up-front capital loan through the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Communityup-front capital loan through the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community

Development, the city is providing an annual property lease payment that coversDevelopment, the city is providing an annual property lease payment that covers

debt service for the loan. The city’s commitment to pay off the loan allowed thedebt service for the loan. The city’s commitment to pay off the loan allowed the

development group to redeploy $42 million of the Tipping Point money into thedevelopment group to redeploy $42 million of the Tipping Point money into the

Valencia Street development.Valencia Street development.

“We will be able to recycle the bulk of the $50 million into this project,” Foster said.“We will be able to recycle the bulk of the $50 million into this project,” Foster said.

By not accepting city money, Mercy and its partners avoid several layers of cityBy not accepting city money, Mercy and its partners avoid several layers of city

bureaucracy, which add time and cost to a project. It didn’t have to follow localbureaucracy, which add time and cost to a project. It didn’t have to follow local

contracting requirements, get approvals from the Mayor’s Office on Disability, orcontracting requirements, get approvals from the Mayor’s Office on Disability, or

undergo prevailing wage monitoring.undergo prevailing wage monitoring.

Th “t k fi i d l” th t th it “ f tl l t dTh “t k fi i d l” th t th it “ f tl l t d

Updated to include drought zones while tracking water shortage status of your area, plus reservoirUpdated to include drought zones while tracking water shortage status of your area, plus reservoir

levels and a list of restrictions for the Bay Area’s largest water districts.levels and a list of restrictions for the Bay Area’s largest water districts.

Track water shortages and restrictions across Bay AreaTrack water shortages and restrictions across Bay Area
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The “turnkey financing model” means that the city “pays for a mostly completedThe “turnkey financing model” means that the city “pays for a mostly completed

project without the ability to second guess design and construction choices,”project without the ability to second guess design and construction choices,”

according to the report.according to the report.

The report suggests that the model could be more broadly applied to get supportiveThe report suggests that the model could be more broadly applied to get supportive

housing built faster and cheaper.housing built faster and cheaper.
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